


(c) Where it is proposed to superimpose a new crop (eg. Tea) onto 
traditional faming it is important to understand the traditional forming 
pattern more than .just superficially, especially if the giving of credit-
is involved. 

(d) Detailed data is capable of being compared with similar data 
collected on D.F.I.3. and other Departmental stations. 

(e) If extension work is going to become more than techinicai advice 
on hov to increase yields per acre and embrace advice on farm management 
then it is essential that management data be available rather than 
superficial descriptive infomotion. 

(f) It is felt that detailed studies which give information on labour 
availability provide some relevant; insight into the "social factors1' so 
often used as the scapegoat when projects fail. 

Objectives. The objectives of the schemes started bjr the Department were 
described as follows (Mov. 1962):- "To obtain financial and physical 
data on typical peasant farms. Information to be gleaned will include 
the costs of production of crops grown, the .Level of subsistence and 
.cash income which peasant farmers produce, the distribution of demands on 
labour and capital and background information on factors of acting the 
ability and desire of farmers to change and/or expand their production of 
different crops. This information is urgently required as a basis for 
planning research, for the operation of such schemes ?s the Agricultural 
Subsidy Scheme and the Progressive Farmers' Loan Scheme and to provide 
standard data on the basis of which individual farmers may be rationally — 
planned". In short, there was a lack of information relating to peasant 
farming and the object was to collect any data which might be relevant, 
without actually deciding beforc-rchand the precis*- form of analysis to be 
adopted. Basically it was recognised that extension work and calculations 
regarding loans could not be based solely on Research Station findings. 
What<was., therefore, required of the analysis was information which might 
be compared with results and which was of direct use in extension work. 

The difficulty of making comparisons with data from Department 
stations will be discussed later. If analysis is going to present rrnmr... 
information, which, is going t.o be of any use to extension workers, the 
following questions should be taken;-
1. What factor is limiting? 
2. How do farmer:;1 existing performances compare with those achieved on 
Departmental stations? 
3. What resources are used in traditional (or "subsistence5') farming? 
4. What resources may be considered available after meeting the 

requirements of traditional f a m i n g ? 
5. What scope is there for increasing incomes by moving away from .the 

traditional farming pattern towards grater specialisation in • • 
traditional enterprise? 

6. If surpluses of traditional products are produced, what arc the market 
prospects for those products ral how attractive an incentive do they 
provide? 

7. If a cash enterprise ic to be introduced into the traditional farming 
pattern, how much can b^ imaged with the resources available (see 4)? 

8. At vhat .otage should one consider removing the restrictions imposed 
by the general policy of adding a new crop onto traditional faming? i.e. 
when can extension advict bu allowed to consider a farmer as commercially-
minded? 
9. Do enterprise returns obtain under the existing level of managerial 
ability indicate that loans can be beneficially made for these enterprises 













profitable .... arable crops were cn the verge of profitability 
.... the cost cf maintaining and picking the coffee crop 

exceeded the value of the crcp .... of the minor crops tried 
onions end. Irish potatoes seem to be the only 'crops (1) likely 
to produce a profit .... losses on the cotton crop- were, as 
usual, heavy.1' The reference to the labour force being extended 
brings us onto the question of labour availability, but before 
proceeding it is worth noting that labour data are generally 
unavailable from Departmental Research Stations. For example, 
Serere "endeavor to maintain a fair standard of weed control 
without any regard to labour input except for general restrictions 
due to financial stringency" (private conariuni.ca.tion). 

Finally, it. might be quest!, ned whether research work, costings 
farms and demonstration units should employ resources net generally 
available tc the ordinary farmer, except as trials of these 
resources. A "control" using only the resources locally 
available would be a useful addition to all. Departmental stations. 

(3) Resources in Traditional Farming;. 

In section III - (l) it was concluded that labour was the 
limiting factor upen which attention should be focused. In 
countries where the established -pattern of farming is largely 
subsistence orientated most extension policy has taken the 
labour force as being the farm-family. The question is, how much 
work do these people do? d-.mo Toro data re presented in table 3> 
tcgether with the hours worked cn the Kyembogo D.F.I, costings 
farm. 

For the.30 randomly selected farms there wes an average, of 
only 816 working days available in the year - i.e. 2.66 family 
workers per household. lis sample included 6 farms owned "cy 
widows, on which there 'were no am, and 1 farm belonging to 
single man who lived b himself. Nine householders has regular 
outside employment, and in one other family a' daughter and two 
sons had. fall-time jobs, so that there were only thirteen 
"peasant family farms". The average composition of these 13 
farms is indicated by tha following table of working days for 
which family members were available, and it also shows how much 
work was done. 

Fa. ily 
member 

No. of days 
•available in 
the v-.a„r 

Average hours 
worked, on crops 
per available 
day 

Householder 
Wife 
Ether men' over 15 
Other- women ever 15 
Boys aged 10-15 
&irls aged 10-15 
Boys aged 5-9 
Girls eged 5-9 

296' 2.96 
307 3.80 
50 2.06 
283 3.06 
76 0.78 
80 • 3.23 

1.88 

TOTAL L 0 9 1 3-13 

On these farms there was an average of 3.55 family workers per 
household, end ahoy worked cn.ccprs for just over 3 hours teach cn 
average through the year. 

(11 At Kyembcgo D.F.I, they ha^e had to give up the growing of 
Ix .a-., potatoes due to tha difficulty of selling the produce of 
1 acre! 
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Table 3 shows that at Kyembcgc, even with the use of oxen 
and excluding Wv rk applied to the cows, abc't 12 family workers 
are necessary if they ere gcing to wcrk the customary 3 hours 
average per wording day. Furthermore, while on peasant holdings 
variation about the average monthly labour inputs is of the order 
of 13$ for pea.k and through months, cn the D.F.I, costings farm 
the variations if 60$. This suggestes why farmers may be 
reluctant to practice what they are taught. For example, the 
D.F.I, peaks in March-May and August-September arise from the 
practice of early } la.nt.ing 5 n rows. As the returns to labour 
indicated in tables 1 and 2 are no higher than those generally 
pertaining cn local farms, and as most farmers lack the means of 
starting the single profitable enterprise, namely milk production 
from exotic dairy cattle, there aprears little incentive to 
work harder on the lines being recommended. The possibility for 
this should be discussed. 

(4) The Surplus Ireductive Capacity of labour. 
The general policy pursued b; the Agricultural Department-

has been to graft a. "cash" crop onto subsistence farming* In 
areas like Toro where there is no land shortage, the assumption 
implicit in this policy is that surplus productive capacity of 
labour exists. This may be attributed initially tc a lack of 
demand for any surplus production fro subsistence farming; 
i.e. in the absence of a mar' ;t and in a situation in which 
subsistence needs are relatively easily met a form cf disguised 
unemployment is considered to exist. This surplus capacity, it 
is then considered, may be o.aloited i.e. by exposing the 
farmers to market opportunities. 

Yet in the Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture 
for 19b0 it was stated th. "P-spite the efforts of the Department 
over the last 40 years th go rs'. level of f?r~-jng is still at 
the subsistence level and .... wa can no longe: afford to 
dissipate our forces .... in ?n attempt to help those who will 
not help themselves." 

The data collected 
in Toro generally supports the opening phrase. Thus the two 
surveys of non-tea-growers indicate that "available" family 
members (people arc considered unavailable if under 10 years 
Id, while at school and while in off-farm earning employment) 
are engaged ia wcrk activities, both farm and non-farm, for about 
5 hours a day, nd in non-work activities for about 1 hours a 
day. Both these surveys were conducted in areas where there 
were market or ortunities for food surpluses, either in Fort 
tortal or from employees on tea. estates, yet over 80$ of labour 
was devoted tc meeting subsistence needs, and beer, which may be 
considered as 60/1 of sales by value. It would apt ear, therefore, 
that the market open to these people is not. sufficiently 
attractive to incite them tc more effort Urns section 1II-6). 

Tea. is 0 as ids red to be a profitable crop and, without 
1 aving asked farmers mi- t returns they anticipated front this 
crap, a comparison of, family labour inputs on tea-growers' 
farms a1 on t-i edition?.! farms might indie ie whether, and to 
•hat extent, the assumed surplus capacity of labour is responsive 
tc aheordtically attractive market. For this purpose it is 
necessary tc comtare "peasant" families, of which there were 
13 who were tr- 'itioaal farmers and 9 who were tea-growers. In 
table 3 the avai"1 r.b"e people on the 13 traditional farms are 
seen to have worn- a: a avc of 3.13 hours on crops per 
working day, while on the tea .farms they worked an average cf 

These figures only relate to 
>cck, mainly herding, is not 
. consuming fad boring, ._nd is 
\> 'iJdren who aye incapable cf much 
*'•'• a-..!.'! this ia.or. ase may be 

•: rked A.10 hours on average 

3.85 hours „ an jnc rease cl ' 23$. 
work on crors, sir ;ce work , 4 
physically demandi n g , JVC.::, if t: 
to a large extent- done by em-'-11 
productive effort on ere- 3 . Ke. 
attributed to the h.. usehel r ers. 
comrarad w: ith 2.9c on trad iti -.. n-
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It may be tentatively concluded from this small sample 
that farmers are responsive to market incentives, but that the 
returns from established food crops are net sufficiently 
attractive to encourage their production for the market, a con- • 
elusion which justifies closer scrutiny. 

(5) & (6) Traditional Enterprises, Market Prospects and Incentives. 

The farm management aspects of production, to which extension 
staff are now turning their attention, are basically concerned 
with re-a]locating resources between enterprises, taking the methods: 
production as given. To plan a farm involves programming, and this 
has not yet been done to the data collected in Toro, However, as 
far-as a--discussion of the"market and incentives are concerned it 
is sufficient to look at averagereturns so that the relative 
attractions of enterprises can be noted fro, the outset. (Thus 
Mrs. Heyer's linear programmes applied tc Machakos data excluded 
three crops entirely in all final solutions.) Certainly extension 
advice would only be based on the programing of a "model farm" 
for any locality, so that general recommendations or: the choice cf 
neterpises, rather than detailed advice on resource allocation 
between enterprises, can justifiably be based on average returns. 
These returns have tc be expressed in terms cf the limiting 
factor, and here returns to "total labour" are considered. 
However, table 4 is included t show comparative crop returns 
using three other bases as we.l, as these show how ides on the 
relative attractiveness of different crops are generally arrived at. 

Table 4. GROSS RETURNS AT 100/1 . ARRET FROCSS Cur- PARED FBR 
11 F.-RMS AT KIJURA. 

(a) (b) (o) (d) 
Shs. per acre Shs. per acre dhs. per acre Shs/hour 
Assuming a for 12-month of direct of total 
single crop period labour labour 

Arab'ica 477 (3) 477 (5) 0.40 (5) 0.39 (4) 
Robusta 588 (2) 536 (3) 0.78 (3) 0.67 (2) 
Bananas 630 (1) 630 (2) 1.18 (.1) 1.10 (11 
Beans 2S3 (5) 566 (4) 1.06 (2) 0.53 (3) 
Fir >r-millet 200 (6) 400 (6) 0.40 (5) 0,25 (6) 
Si re et-pct ai • o a s 4̂ .6 (4) 214 (I) 0.68 (4) 0.34 (5) 
aassava 120 (7) 72 (7) 0.22 (?) o.lO (7) 

(a) "Assuming a single crop" means that a year's production from a 
perennial crop is compared with a season's production of a short term 
crop and two year's production of cassava. 
(b) Comparisons for a 12-mcnth period assume double cropping of short-
term crops, 3 .6 crops cf'sweet potatoes and 0.6 of a crop of cassava. 
(c) Directly applied labour cove s the period fromthe start of. planning 
to the end of harvesting in ah-- case of short-term crops and all operations 
devoted to mature perennial crops. 
(d) For perennial crops there has been an annual allocation of opening 
and establishment costs added tc directly applied labour, the mature 
life cf bananas being taken' as 20 years and of coffee 30 years. For 
annual and biennial crops a 4-yaar cropping period is assumed and each 
crop is charged with its portion of opening costs according to the 
theoretical numba: of crops that could have been grown (eg. 8 bean crops, 
therefore i/8 opening costs is charged tc a single crop). A charge is 
also mace for inter-crop cultivations. In neither case is a chags made 
for seed or planting material. If a. 3-year cropping period were taken 
the allocation cf opening costs would be a third higher. 

It is believed that the last column of figures in this table gives 
the truest picture cf relative crop profits as the farmer sees it. 
However, a deficiency here iu that while, fey example, beans might appear 
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comparatively profitable at local market prices, short-term 
crops cannot be'^Cfto-croppsd,'so that beans cannot be considered 
in j_s lation.but only in the context of a rotation. A com-
parison of some crops rotations is made in table 5. 

TABIE.. 5 RSTUBIvS .TC TCTAl IABCUR (30 FARMS I& -Ki,HAi:Gl) . 

Shs/hr at Shs/hr at 
• -wholesale local 

prices market 
• ' : . (a) prices 

Bananas (b) - 0.75 

Millet, beans, millet, beans, 

sweet-potatoes and beans 2x 0.26 0.34 

I-iillet, beans, ground-nuts, beans, 
sweet-potatoes and beans, cassava 6.19 0.27 
and beans, cassava and beans, cassava 
Millet, beans, millet, beans, ground-
nuts, beans, sweet-potatoes & beans 2x 0,2.5 0.33 
Sweet-potatoes, beans, millet, beans, 
sweet-potatoes & beans 3x 0.33 0.38 

Sweet-potatoes & beans, millet, bans, ground-nuts, sweet-potatoes & beans 2x. 0.31 0.37 

(a) Mixed beans, ground-nuts and finger-millet are valued at 
the average prices paid by licenced produce buyers, but sweet-
potatoes and cassava still.at local market prices. 
(b) Annual interest-free char,; is ere made for the work of 
opening bush for and the establishing of bananas assuming no 
inter-rlanting in the first year and a mature life of 20 years. 
These charges are added to directly applied labour. 

An unexplained, fa ture of Toro is that pa ices recorded at 
local markets are a. bout c . able those paid by licenced produce-
buyer-... Of the crops listed in tables 4 and. 5 only mixed beans, 
ground-nuts and finger-millet are storeable products which enter 
into the national market, arid the production of more than the 
local market can take cf these involves the producer both in 
greater marketing problems and halved returns. Excessive produc-
tion of bananas, sweet-potatoes and cass. v. would presumably also 
result in a very great fall in the prices obtained for these 
products in local markets. An alternative method of calculating 
relative crop profits to that used in column (d) of table 4 is to 
assume a mono-cropping aaouence and. a? ply the method used in 
table 5. 

.'his gives the following results (cents per heur):-
.-issuming 3-year Assuming 4-year 
cropping .queries cropping sequence 

At local At whole 
mark:t sale 
prices prices 

At local At whole-
market sale 
prices prices 

Mixed-beans 18 9 19 9.5 
Finger-millet 21 10.a 22 11 
Sweet-potatoes ' 43 ~ 13 

This explains why the more profitable rotations in table 5 are 
those with a higher proportion of sweet-potatoes. 
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xhe situation, therefore, appears to be that the crops which 
any dividual farmer can dispose of outside the narrow confines 
of the local market give a very low return to labour at local 
market prices and even mere so at commercial prices, while the 
bulky and more profitable ccops can only be produced for the local 
market, and any great increase in their production would lead 
to a swamping ofthis market and a very sharp fall in price. As 
far as prospects for commercial farming are concerned, it is 
necessary to compare the above returns with the current wages 
paid by African farmers, which are about 30 cents per hour 
(Shs. 1/50 ftr a 5-hour day.) 

The marketing system is often blamed for the failure of 
people to grow more for sale. In 1961 diss Martin was asked to 
make a factual study of the marketing of agricultural produce, 
other than the mejor expert crops, in order "to throw some light 
on the question as to whether or not the organization of buying 
and seJJing minor cash crops in Uganda is such as to inhibit their 
profitable production". She states in her rerort; "Apart from 
such highly congest© di stricts as Kigezi and. parts of Bugisu 
and Bukedi, labour, rather than land is the immediate limiting 
factor tc increased production. To understand more of the economy 
of the individual farm, therefore, it is essential to have more 
figures on relative 1 .bour costs for different products, under 
the normal conditions of per.snat farming, than we have now. .... 
This question of knowledge of labour costs is of the most direct 
relevance tc any marketing survey since, until we know the real 
costs of production, we cannot form a sensible decision as to 
whether or net inadequacies in the marketing system are a serious 
inhibition tc gro ter output." Later she states that "the farmer 
will now react, in the main, to economic incentive only, and respond 
tc the efforts of advisory officers only as he clearly envisages 
economic advantages fro .. d.eina so; while, should technical 
advance occur in the future .... there is no guarantee whatsoever 
that demand for the farmers' produce will rise accordingly." 
The low level of returns to labour in traditional farming in 
Toro seems to indicate that hsl si what prevents gre ter 
participation in the market for traditional products, while the 
data of tables I and 2 imply that the same is probably true for 
returns tc practices recommended by the Agricultural Department." 
The staple foods of a poor, unsp-rci \lized agricultural community 
are generally inferior goods, and consequently it does not 
augur well for future prosperity to produce them. 

Table 4 shows that the overhead labour costs of digging 
bush-and between crops greatly reduces the profits derived from 
crops grown in the shifting cultivation sequence. In the wet, 
long-grass areas of Toro, therefore, a profitable cash crop 
should be sought amongst perennials. Tea. will be considered 
as one such crop. 

(?) The scale of -̂ iterprise which can be Superimposed onto 
Traditional Farm'ug. 

In se icticn II1-4 it was suggests •d that family-members on 
p.aea.ni t a farm s worked 23$ more the. n chair counterparts on 
tra.iitic ma 1 farm s, whom, main source of cash was from the sale 
beer. I J. might- be taken, therefore, that this represents the 
surplus la bear a .v;b aablo for wcrk cn the introduced cash crop. 
However, A t make :s no allowance for pc ssiblo differences in the 
ratio of dependents to workers in each house, nor does it take 
into account seasonal- variations in surplus labour. further, it 
cannot be expect.:c- that an introduce enterprise can literal.y 
be superimposed onto traditional farming vithout the latter being 
modified, and the adjustments farmers make warrent study, 
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Unfortunately analysis cf dyta relating to tea farms is not 
yet completed, but tables 6 and ? are added here as being of 
possible relevance tc the problem under consideration. 

Table 6 shows that 558 hours are worked on traditional 
crops per household member. Multiplying this figure by the 
ratio of household members tc workers (eg. J. .62) gives the 900 
hours each full-time worker has to work in the year to meet 
established obligations (-which may be considered as an "average 
target income"). 

Although these twc total figures arc very similar on both 
tea holdings and ordinary farms, the seasonal profiles are not 
the same. On the tea faras appreciably a ore work was done in the 
traditional sector in September and January (respectively the 
months of planting ana harvesting finger-millet), while less was 
dene in -March to Kay, the months da.voed in traditional farming 
to the preparation of the seed-bed l^r and the planting of beans. 
On tea farms this period was Coveted tc preparing land for the 
plantign of tea, and the b«ar. en op was inter-planted in the tea. 
Many people have considered th- jnterplanted beans to be an addition 
tc nonmal sales which may partially pay for labour devoted to the 
establishment of tea, but on peasant h..icing this is questionable 
in view of the above. 

Table- 7 indicated why little tea is planted in the second 
rains' ('which it was at r? tim ... nsi." re.' should be encouraged) 
and. also.that 0.6 cf a., acre is u i.i. as • av- • -y car "ra ge in 
the first year (given a ratio of 1.6 "tmily m^ub^rs tc _ eh cf 
2.95 full-time family workers), Farther analysis sh.uld shew 
how much, if any, additional tea cr.n be added subsequently, and. it 
shcuic be possible to make calculatins fcr various family sizes 
and various ratios of family members tc family workers. 

Before completion of th analysis it is not possible to say 
•what- the fir O. tot..I acreage kL.1 be for the "average" family, 
but it is probably under an t era.. 'Ahe question then arises as to 
whether or no Jiis shoald be taken as the ultimate target or 
whether it should be ac.apter"' that either the traditional sector 
should be allowed tc wither away cr hired labour intcrduced, cr 
both} 

(8) From Peasant to Ccnnercial Farmer - hhen? 

If cert, in problems of analysis can be overcame so that 
tea returns can be allocated to plots of different ages, it is 
possible that some attempt to answer this question could be made. 

This would involve an analysis cf tea returns over time 
related to wage rates and returns to traditional enterprises. 
From this it should be possible tc locate a point at which 
increasing returns, from rider tea, yield an income which co'ld 
either more than make-.up for the loss in income that would result 
from transfering family resources from the traditional sector to 
the planting of mora tea, cr finance further *lantings of tea 
using hired labour. Ihe recognition of such a point should 
enable extension advice In aptroariate cases to break away from 
the "family-labour-,, rcviding-subsistcnce-plus" approach and so 
exploit the scarcest resource - manag. rial ability. 

Half the tea farms re., rd-d yare not peasants but earned 
money frcm outside employment, oh.pa or bars and were investing 
their savings in tea. Seme rx these people-definitely had con-
siderable managerial ability. .Analysis of tneir holdings cg<ild 
provide sane comparative data tc indicate what returns might be 
expected if peasants acquired the additional resources available 
to these men. This is where credit considerations c.me in. 
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Comparative results between these three levels and further 
farm studies wil. indicate where credit facilities are needed. 

The market for the common crops grown is small and prospects 
are unlikely tc improve. This assumes that there is no export 
market for inferior goods better than the existing internal one 
(for, even if donations mfer F1 480 were stopped, would the 
previous recipients of these gifts be able to pay a higher price 
•than the present urban popul tien cf East Africa, since this would 
be necessary if farmers were zc be stimul: ted to produce more?) 
Taking the projected urban and rural population' changes envisaged 
in "Uganda's Second Five Year Flan as correct, the increase in the 
urban market in the noxt 15 ye ...rs can be met by an increase in 
farm production of only 3.7$ over the same period. Given the 
surplus productive cap .city existing this can be met without any 
increa.ce in productivity. Thus it might be fair to assume that the 
terns of trade 'will move against staple foods, and an example 
of Ounnar Inrdal's dualisr is likely to develop from this 
Backwash" effect. 

It, therefore, seems contrary to all. em's instincts, that 
the subsistence sector in fj-orc should be left tc its own. devices. 
Attention should, be concentrated cn ether crops, which should have : 
a high income.elasticity of demand, a high value of buik ratio 
and preferably be ex.ortable, if farmers are to prosper. Under 
the conditions found, in Toro such crops must be sought amongst 
the perennials. Tea premises tc fulfill thosu needs, bananas and 
their products s ~em to fl a- lit ited hope, and probably grass fed 
to exotic dairy cattle holds cut better prospects than any other. 
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